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Central message: Risk modelling should always consider the drawback of overfitting due to 1 
the inclusion of a large number of parameters.  2 
 3 
Central picture: The right balance between overfitting and underfitting in risk modelling.  4 
 5 
We read with great interest the paper from Mori et al [1] on the potential risk of poor 6 
performance of prediction models designed to be applied to heterogeneous group of surgical 7 
patients (so called universal model). They trained and tested a model including 8 
cholecystectomy, coronary artery bypass graft and esophagectomy. They concluded that the 9 
model performance was reduced when applied to specific subset of procedures, in particular 10 
with esophagectomy.  11 
However, authors conclusions highlight possible limitation of these models and suggest that 12 
poor representation of low-volume case, model performance changes by the included case 13 
types, and variable effect sizes of unobserved covariates between case types can explain the 14 
poor performance observed in specific subset.  15 
This manuscript looks at the oldest dilemma in risk modelling just from a different angle: the 16 
bias Variance Tradeoff [2]. In fact, a universal model will focus on a restricted number of 17 
variables which are common among different procedures. This model may be too simple and 18 
with very few parameters (underfitting) then it may have high bias (difference between the 19 
average prediction of our model and the correct value which we are trying to predict). On the 20 
other hand, if our model has large number of parameters to capture all possible aspects of 21 
individual procedures (overfitting), it will perform very well on training data but will have high 22 




The poor performance of the universal model tested by the authors can partially be attributed 1 
to the fact that variables were included in the model without a variable selection process such 2 
as (i.e. recursive feature elimination). We also should note that the poor performance of the 3 
universal model can be simply related to risk overestimation in subgroup at higher risk 4 
frequently observed with risk model based on logistic regression [3]. In fact, the universal 5 
model developed by the authors poorly performs in esophagectomy which is the procedure 6 
with the highest observed mortality. Moreover, authors have not specified the dataset time 7 
period and the poor performance can be partially explained by model calibration drift due to 8 
improvement in quality of care over the time or chance in case mix [4].   9 
Broadly speaking, a universal model is very appealing because its implementation would allow 10 
the comparison of centres and surgeons’ performance across a wide spectrum of surgical 11 
procedures.  The statistical challenge remains and applies to any dataset: the balance between 12 
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